
Let's Make Beautiful Things Together

Where to Start?

First confirm you have all card elements and pre-plan your card layout. 
Just to get an idea of how you want it to look.

Contents:

1 Black card base
1 White panel- brick lines
1 White panel- plain (for inside)
1 Set White brick pieces (9 short, 
7 long)
1 Set Red brick pieces (6 short, 
2 long)
2 Taco die cut sets (yellow shell, 
green lettuce)
1 Plate die cut set (large gray, 
small gray ovals)
1 Sign die cut set (sign board, frame, 
sentiment arch, letter stickers)
2 Banner die cut sets (ribbon, 6 flags, 
2 bows)
Foam squares-adhesive backed
1 Coordinating envelope*
1 Mailing Liner**
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Just some info: ADHERE means to
stick your card elements together
using a tape runner, a double sided
tape, a liquid craft glue or any
combination of those. If I specify a
type of adhesive, that’s because
the situation will work BEST using the
recommended adhesive. But you can
always just use what you have!



Let’s Begin!
We’ll construct the card front first. 

You’ll need the brick lines panel, the white and red brick pieces, the tacos die cuts, the
plate set, 1 banner set, the sign die cuts, and the foam squares.

Let’s start with the brick background panel. To make this, you will need the white
panel with the brick lines on it and the white and red brick rectangle pieces. During
the cutting process I noticed that some of the paper was slightly damaged on the
backside of the bricks. If your brick has a rough side, you will need to turn it over
and use the reverse side. The brick background pattern has been lightly debossed
on the white panel. This is your template for your bricks. Adhere the white and red
bricks onto the panel. I have included a picture of my pattern for you to follow.
The bricks will hang over the edge of the panel, trim any excess. 

1.

Next, construct the sign. Adhere the brown frame to the black sign board. Use the
letter stickers to add the word ‘TACOS’ to the center of the sign board. Now, adhere
the sentiment arch at the top of the sign. See example picture.

2.

To make the tacos, adhere the yellow “tortilla” over the green “lettuce” piece. They
should align edge to edge, leaving some green showing at the top.

3.

Make the plate by adhering the small dark gray oval onto the front of the large gray
oval.

4.

Add the tacos to the plate. I recommend using a light application of liquid glue to
allow time to adjust the placement. See example picture for placement ideas.

5.

Construct the banner by adhering the flag pieces to the ribbon piece. I recommend
that you place the flags at the top edge of the ribbon so that the black ribbon
doesn’t show. I used a red, yellow, green pattern, but there are several patterns that
could work! *DO NOT add the bows yet. Those will go on after the banner is on the
card. 

6.

Adhere the brick background panel to the front of the black card base making sure
to leave an even border of black showing along each edge.

7.

Adhere the plate of tacos to the card front using the thin foam square. See example
picture. *One side of the foam is adhesive backed, you will need to add adhesive to
the remaining side. 

8.

Now, adhere the banner to the front of the card. I chose to drape mine at an angle,
but there are lots of cute positions. Once you have your banner in place, add a bow
to each side. You will notice that the bows have a longer ribbon on one side. I
recommend that the bows are positioned so that the longer ribbon lays to the
outside edge. See example picture.

9.

Using the large foam square, adhere the sign onto the card front. See example
picture. *One side of the foam is adhesive backed, you will need to add adhesive to
the remaining side. 

10.



Thank you so much for crafting with me!
Don't forget to use the hashtag #sandiscardscreations on instagram to share

your finished product and be featured in my story!

*Confirm postage needed when mailing
**mailing liner is used as a barrier over the card front to protect it during

shipping

All instructions can be found on the Card Kit
Instructions page at sandiscards.com

Construct the remaining banner pieces the same way you did
before and add it to the remaining white panel. See example
picture for placement ideas.

1.

Add the decorated panel to the inside of the card making sure to
leave an even border of black showing along each edge.

2.

                                               

That's it! Now let’s decorate the inside of the card.

https://sandiscards.com/

